BIOLOGY LAB EQUIPMENT LIST
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No.
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Equipment

Model No./
Company

Use

Thermal Cycler
(PCR)

SimpliAmp

Amplify DNA and RNA sample by
polymerase chain reaction.

Shaking
Incubator
(Refrigerated)

Shaking
Incubator
3

N-Biotek
NBT205L&T205LF

LabTech
LSI-3016R

Temperature controlled biochemical
instrument, simultaneously incubates,
agitates, and shakes sample, have
applications
in
cell
culture,
fermentation and biochemistry.

Temperature controlled biochemical
instrument, simultaneously incubates,
agitates, and shakes sample, have
applications
in
cell
culture,
fermentation and biochemistry.

Picture
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4
Incubator
Memmert
(Refrigerated)
4

5
Incubator
5

Incubators
6

Memmert

Maintains optimal temperature (even
very low), humidity ,CO2 and O2
content, used for experimental work in
cell biology, microbiology and
molecular biology.

Maintains
optimal
temperature,
humoidity, CO2 and O2 content, used
for experimental work in cell biology,
microbiology and molecular biology.

Maintains
optimal
temperature,
humoidity, CO2 and O2 content, used
for experimental work in cell biology,
microbiology and molecular biology.

Kjeldahl
Apparatus
7

(Distillation
Unit)

Determine the organic nitrogen and
protein content in chemical substance.
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8
Inoculation
Hood

ARSHMANSCO

Fume Hood

BIOBASE

8

Create sterile atmosphere in the
chamber with UV Germicidal light in
Biological culture studies.

9
9

Biosafety
Cabinet
10

(Level II)

ESCO
Streamline

Ventilation device designed to remove
hazardous or toxic fumes and aerosols
from the work area.

Enclosed,
ventilated
laboratory
workspace for safely working with
materials
contaminated
with
pathogens requiring a defined
biosafety level.
It provides personal, environment and
work protection.
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11

12

13

Laminar Flow
Cabinet

Enclosed workbench which is used to
ARSHMANSCO create contamination free work
environment.

Hematology
Analyzer

BIOBASE

pH Meter

INNOTECH

pH Meter
14

WTW
(Portable)

Count and identify blood cells at high
speed with accuracy.

Measures the hydrogen-ion activity in
water-based solutions, indicating its
acidity or alkalinity.

Measures the hydrogen-ion activity in
water-based solutions, indicating its
acidity
or
alkalinity.
It
is
transportable.
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.
15

16

17

18

Hot Plate

Used to stir and heat the solution
simultaneously.

SDS PAGE

BIO-RAD

Gel
Electrophoresis

BIO-RAD

Gel
Documentation

SYNGENE

9
1
9 UV Illuminator
1
19

BENCHMARK

Separate and analyze macromolecule
like protein on the basis of molecular
size.

Separate and analyze macromolecules
like DNA and RNA on the basis of
molecular size and charge.

Imaging and documentation of nucleic
acid and protein suspended within
polyacrylamide or agarose gels.

used to view nucleic acid and protein
suspended within polyacrylamide or
agarose gels.
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Nano Drop

COLIBRI

20

Spectrophotomet
er
21

Analytikjena

(Double Beam)

ELISA Reader

BIO-RAD

22

23

24

Measures the light intensity as a
function of wavelength and are
commonly used to measure the
concentration of compound in an
aqueous solution.

Read
the
fluorescent,
chemiluminiscent, or chromogenic
response of the ELISA in a 96-well
plate.

A colorimeter is able to measure light
absorbance or light transmission of a
substance. Colorimeter can be used in
any enzyme catalyzed reaction that
involves colour change.

Colorimeter

Shaking Water
Bath

Quickly and easily quantify and assess
concentration of samples containing
protein and nucleic acid even with a
very small quantity of sample (2ul).

Memmert

Steadily shake and mix samples while
maintaining a constant temperature.
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Centrifuge
(1.5ml
Refrigerated)

HERMLE

25

Device uses centrifugal force to
separate various component of a fluid
on the basis of densities at controlled
temperature .

Centrifuge
HERMLE

Device uses centrifugal force to
separate various component of a fluid
on the basis of densities

Gyro Spin

Device uses centrifugal force to
separate various component of a fluid
on the basis of densities

(15/50ml)
26

Centrifuge
27

(Micro
centrifuge)

Light
Microscope
28

(With Camera+
Computer
System)

Meiji Techno
(Japan)

Optical instrument used for viewing
and documentation of very small
objects, magnified several hundred
times.
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29

30

31

Light
Microscope

Dissection
Microscope

Colony Counter

Optical instrument used for viewing
very small objects, magnified several
hundred times.

XTD SERIES

A dissection microscope is used to
view 3 dimentinaol objects and larger
specimen,
with
a
maximum
magnification of 100X. it is used to
study external features of an object or
to examine structures not easily
mounted onto flat slides.

Instrument that is commonly used to
count colonies of bacteria or other
microorganisms on a plate containing
a gelled growth medium.
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Micropipettes
32

(200-1000 μl,
50-100 μl,
2-20 μl)

Gilson

Accurately and precisely transfer
volumes of liquid in the microliter
range.

Gilson

Accurately and precisely transfer
volumes of liquid in the microliter
range. It enables the user to quickly
and easily fill multi-well plates used in
tissue culture, drug screening or
enzyme assays.

IRMECO
(IM-50)

Remove impurities from water by
converting water into steam. A water
distiller is able to discard all
contaminants from the water.

Micropipette
33

34

(Multichannel
2-20 μl)

Distillation Unit
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35

Ultra Low
Temperature
Freezer

Panasonic
MDF-C8V1

Used mainly in life sciences and
clinical labs to store critical samples
for long period of time.

VARIOLINE

Use to store variety of samples of
biological region at a very specific
temperature range.

(-80)

Cold Cabinet
36
(-20)
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Refrigerator
Dawlance

Use to store variety of samples of
biological region at a very specific
temperature range.

Refrigerator

Haier

Use to store variety of samples of
biological region at a very specific
temperature range.

Autoclave

HIRYAMA
HVE-50

Equipment that uses steam under
pressure to sterilize laboratory
apparatus.

37
(Invertor)

38

39
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Hot Air Oven

41

Weighing
Balance

Instrument which is used to determine
the weight or mass of an object

Spotting Scope

Jiehe

Portable telescope designed for land
or sea viewing. With the spotting
scope you can view across great
distances and noticed details that are
nearly impossible to see with
binoculars.

Condor

Optical instrument, usually handheld,
for
providing
a
magnified
stereoscopic view of distant object,
used in variety of settings such as
hunting, golf, sports etc.

MEDICARE/
Certeza

Used to measure blood pressure. It
consists of an inflatable rubber cuff,
which is wrapped around the upper
arm and is connected to an apparatus
that records pressure , usually in term
of the height of a column of mercury
or on a dial.

42

43

Binocular Scope

Sphygmomanom
eter
44
(Mercurial+
manual)

MEMMERT

Equipment that use dry heat to
sterilize laboratory apparatus.

40
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45

46

Stethoscope

Vortex

HEARTPlus

Use to hear the sounds produced by
the body such as of heart and lung.

VELP
SCIENTIFICA

Used for mixing laboratory samples in
test tubes. It uses a fairly simple
mechanism to agitate samples and
encourage
reactions
or
homogenization with high degree of
precision.

47

Filtration
Assembly +
Vacuum Pump

Filtration is accelerated either with the
aid of Vacuum, allows for a greater
SYNTHGLASS rate of filtration. This filtration
+ARSHMANSC assembly is used for vacuum filtration
O
of tissue culture media, biological
fluids, HPLC and other aqueous
solutions

48

Liquid Nitrogen
Container

Liquid nitrogen containers are best for
storage and transportation and have
wide range of capacities.
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49

Spirometer

Diagnostic device that measures the
amount of air you are able to breathe
in and out and the time it takes you to
exhale completely after you take a
deep breath.

50

Kymograph

Record muscular motion, changes in
blood
pressure
and
other
physiological phenomena.

51

Poly Propylene
Column

GE Healthcare
Lifesciences

Use for gravity flow chromatography.

Peristaltic Pump

VELP
SCIENTIFIC

Use to pump clean/sterile highly
reactive fluids without exposing to
contamination from exposed pump
components.

52
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54

55

Anaerobic Jar

Grinder

Microtome

OXOID

Used in the production of an anaerobic
environment, to culture anaerobic
bacteria. The atmospheric oxygen is
removed from a sealed container by
catalyzing the chemical combination
of oxygen with hydrogen to form
water.

RIRIHONG

Grinders are used to grind or
homogenize rigid, soft, wet, dry,
flexible, fragile and fiborous samples.

Specialized
precision
cutting
instrument, which accurately and
repeatedly slices sections from a block
of embedded tissues.

